Sustainable Pop-Up Installation at Westfield
Centre

Curious about solar roads and how fungi can be a sustainable building
material? Today is the last day to join the Kingdom of the Netherlands at the
Westfield Centre to view their public installation on sustainable household
materials as part of the Global Climate Summit. More
Information: http://nlintheusa.com/sustainable-dutch-design-expo/

Lunch on the Lane on September 21st will feature The John Brothers Piano
Company. Food trucks will be on Maiden Lane from 11 am to 2 pm so stop by
during your lunch hour!

Lunch on the Lane will continue every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday on
Maiden Lane through Mid-November in partnership with Off the Grid.

Food truck Schedule

Entertainment

Sophie | Doss

The Vamp | HRVY | New Hope Club

August Hall

August Hall

September 15

September 18
About The Vamp

SOPHIE is Sophie Long, a Scotland-born,
Los Angeles-based pop musician and
artist. She broke out in 2012 with "Nothing
More To Say," a lurid dance-pop twist on
house music. But it wasn't until her
subsequent singles, "Bipp" and

The Vamps are a British pop rock band
consisting of Brad Simpson (lead vocals
and guitar), James McVey (lead guitar and
vocals), Connor Ball (bass guitar and
vocals) and Tristan Evans (drums and
vocals).

"Lemonade," that she emerged as a fullyformed hyperreal pop star, blending U.K.
dance music rhythms with maximalist

About HRVY

cotton-candy synthesizers and heliuminflated high pitched vocals.

Harvey Leigh Cantwell, also known by his
stage name HRVY, is an English singer

Learn More>>>

and television presenter. He was a
presenter on BBC's Friday Download on
CBBC from Series 7 to Series 9.

About New Hope Club
Earnest British boy band trio New Hope
Club make romantic, buoyant pop
centered on vocalist/guitarist/pianist Blake
Richardson, vocalist/guitarist/pianist
George Smith, and former X Factor
contestant vocalist/bassist Reece Bibby.
Learn More>>>

Kyle Rowland Blues Band
Biscuits & Blues
September 19
Keeping the tradition alive and sticking
with the roots, The Kyle Rowland Blues
Band dishes out a sauté of boisterous
Chicago and swampy Texas blues with a
pinch of West Coast swing. Danceable
and listenable this show will have you
wanting more with your toes tapping into
the next morning. His playing excudes
genuineness- as if he pains over each
blues note from his harmonica, and deeply
feels each lyric in his songbook. With a
backing band of veteran musicians, The

Kyle Rowland Blues Band brings
freshness to the blues scene!
Learn More>>>

Elderbrook | White | Cliffs | Baile
August Hall
September 19

Almost a year ago, Elderbrook joined
forces with production duo CamelPhat to
release “a cool little club record” called
‘Cola’. Fate, however, had different plans
when ‘Cola’ was catapulted from the
underground and into charts all over the
world. It emerged as a surprise
nomination for the 2018 Grammy Award
for Best Dance Recording, and its success
has recently seen Elderbrook and
CamelPhat earn an Ivor Novello
nomination for Best Contemporary Song.

Learn More>>>

Craig Jessup "Sondheim Tonight"

Thornetta Davis

Feinstein's at the Nikko

Biscuits & Blues

September 20

September 21

One of the Bay Area’s best entertainers
celebrates the work of one of our greatest

Crowned “Detroit’s Queen of the Blues” in

composers. Craig Jessup’s Sondheim

2015, Thornetta Davis a multi-talented

Tonight! brings together more than a

International Singer and Songwriter from

dozen Sondheim gems from some of his

Detroit MI, USA is the Winner of over 30

earliest shows as a composer/lyricist

Detroit Music Awards, including sweeping

(Saturday Night, Anyone Can Whistle) to

the 2017 and 2018 DMA’S. Thornetta has

some of his most beloved (Company,

been exciting and wowing audiences all

Follies, Merrily We Roll Along).

over the world. Her voice is strong,

Learn More>>>

commanding, melodic and smooth. She
tells her stories with incredible delivery
and leaves her audiences wanting more.
Backed by her great band of Detroit
Musicians.
Learn More>>>

Art Around the Square

Women of the West

Don Voisine: Blues and the Abstract

Scott Nichols Gallery

Truth

Through October 27

Gregory Lind Gallery
September 6 - October 20

An exhibition of and by women
photographers who are from the West or

Gregory Lind Gallery is pleased to present

who have documented the West. Drawing

a new series of oil-on-wood paintings by

from our vast collection, this show

Don Voisine. His reductive geometric

features works by contemporary artists as

compositions engage the viewer in a deep

well as classic images from the history of

contemplative process that gradually

photography.

uncovers their complexity and density.
Learn More>>>
Learn More>>>

Flexible Parallels and Fragments
Caldwell Snyder Gallery
September 6 - September 30

Caldwell Snyder Gallery is pleased to
present the opening of Flexible
Parallels by Igor & Marina,
and Fragments by Alejandro Rivera. The
artists will be in attendance for an opening
reception on Thursday, September 6, from
5:30-7:30pm. Exhibition continues through
September 30.

Art at the Parc- Tenderloin Showcase
Parc 55 Hotel

Learn More>>>

Through September 30

Celebrating the partnership between the
Boys & Girls Club and the Parc 55 – A
Hilton Hotel, the property is now featuring
a robust art exhibit in the hotel’s second
floor lobby. Part of the hotel’s on-going
“Art at The Parc” exhibit series, the Boys
& Girls Club artwork will be on display
through September 30, 2018. The FREE
exhibit is an ideal way for families,
students and visitors alike to get a real
feel for the Tenderloin community through
the eyes of youth.
Learn More>>>

Without Fist

HANG Art
Through December 28

Without Fists, encourages all parties to
show respect in their daily oppositions. In
accordance with the quarterly programs
tenant, Roxy Rose uses neon as her
primary medium, physically designing and
bending with her own hands.

Robert Adams: 27 Road
Fraenkel Gallery
Through October 20

Learn More>>>
The road has been a central motif in the
work of Robert Adams since the beginning
of his life as a photographer, and 27
Roads is the first exhibition to focus on
this fundamental aspect of his work.
Whether concrete highways, quiet cuts
through dark forests, paved commercial
strips or dusty tracks on a clear-cut
mountainside, Adams’ roads serve as
thoughtful metaphors for solitude,
connection or freedom.

Learn More>>>

Union Square Live

Haopinaka & Hula Dancers

The Fito Reinoso Cuban Quartet

Union Square Park

Union Square Park

September 16

September 19

HAOPINAKA brings the spirit of aloha to
For over a thirty years, Fito Reinoso has

the San Francisco Bay Area with
Hawaiian guitars, ukuleles, and sweet
vocal harmonies. Their beautiful and
talented hula dancers are also available to
make your special occasion memorable
and unique.

made the Bay Area his home and is the
only Cuban born based sonero in the area
performing a variety of styles, from the
most recent urban Havana grooves to
“timba” to the classic son and cha-chacha, all with a voice reminiscent of the late

Learn More>>>

and beloved legendary Cuban singer,
Beny Moré. His dynamic personality and
showmanship has led him to collaborate
with some of the top musicians who reside
in Cuba and the United States.

Learn More>>>

Square Style

Iberjoya Diamonds Trunk Show

Festival of Diamonds

Macy's

Saks Fifth Avenue

October 5

September 14

Macy's and IberJoya Diamonds cordially

Join the Saks Fifth Avenue on Union

invite you to view their amazing new

Square for their Festival of Diamonds

diamond collection. This event offers a

hosting a multi-vendor trunk show

variety of diamonds in all sizes, set in both

featuring collections by Stefere, Nini

exclusive modern and classic designs.

Jewels and KANTIS Fine Jewelry.

Shop for your dream engagement ring,
spoil yourself with an everyday diamond
set, or find a gift for someone special. An
IberJoya representative will be in
attendance and happy to assist you with
your purchase. Reserve an appointment
by calling a Macy's Jewelry Specialist
today!
Learn More>>>

Be Playful!

Learn More>>>

American Made Drama of Grit and

Rupaul's WERQ The World Tour

Heart

The Curran

A.C.T.

October 5

September 26 - October 21

The Official RuPaul’s Drag Race World

A.C.T. kicks off the 2018–19 season with

Tour returns with an all new show for

the Pulitzer Prize–winning drama that had

2018!

Broadway critics and audiences on their
feet.

Hosted by celebrity judge Michelle Visage
with sickening performances by Season

In Reading, Pennsylvania—the blue-collar

10 finalists Aquaria, Asia O’Hara, Eureka

heart of America’s steel industry—a tight-

and Kameron Michaels along with fan

knit group of factory workers has gathered

favorites Bob the Drag Queen, Kim Chi

in the local bar for generations to share

and Violet Chachki!

laughs, hopes, and cold beers. But as the
country heads into a new millennium,
recession looms, and a union lock-out
turns assembly line into picket line, one
event will send shockwaves through these
lifelong friends, pitting them against each
other in the struggle to survive.
Learn More>>>

Learn More>>>

Plan Your Trip to Union Square

How to Get Here
Learn More>>>

Stay
Learn More>>>
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